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The Minister for the Environment,
Federal Government Australia

Dear Minister Greg Hunt,
We have not received a reply from you to our public email dated 18th May 2015.
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/DoesTheAustralianDepartmentForTheEnvironmentHaveAFraudulentIdeology.pd
f

Our main concern expressed in that email was that the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) seems to have deliberately
maladjusted some its data to make it appear as if temperatures during the first half of last century in regional Australia were
considerably cooler than they actually were.
In our earlier submission to the technical enquiry into the BOM we provided you with Blacks legal definition of fraud
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/1.HoldingGregHunt&theBomAccountable.pdf and asked you if, in your opinion,
the data maladjustments performed by the BOM scientists met that definition. You have not answered our question. As a
lawyer you surely must know the answer.
In fact, on the contrary you seem to have taken steps when performing your fiduciary duty to prevent the people of Australia
being made aware of the BOM scientists’ possibly fraudulent practices
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-24/environment-minister-greg-hunt-killed-idea-of-bom-review/6803572

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-24/government-discussed-bom-investigation-over-climate-change/6799628

Here, in plain view for all to see, is some of the evidence that supports the claim that the BOM has maladjusted its
temperature data.
Attachment 1
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/Eucla1920.pdf Follow the links back to the original data file which shows the
correct temperature 41.9 degrees celsius (107.42 fahrenheit )for the area around Eucla township. Compare that to the
BOMs modern temperature map where it shows the same area 24 - 27 degrees celsius.

Attachment 2
Follow the links and instructions
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/CharlesSturt.pdf
Attachment 3
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/NonInteracticePosterForDecember1931.pdf
Follow the links to historical records to see that there was a heatwave (around 51 degree celsius ) in Central Australia at the
time. Then, go here http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/ and follow the instructions and verify for yourself that there was
actually no temperature data to support the temperature map’s representation of around 30 degrees at the time. (See below
and make sure temperature, not rainfall is selected in the top dialogue box RHS). Also check that the select by map is
shown as below then click on the stations in Central Australia.

Attachment 4 http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/SystemGeneratedFakeData.pdf
This evidence based poster illustrates the procedures that the BOM scientists may have used as their data
adjustment/homogenisation/manipulation practices. Thus, the evidence indicates that the early temperature record for
Central Australia is based on system generated fake data. Volkswagen is under investigation for fraud for performing a
similar method of data manipulation.

The scientists from the Bureau of Meteorology are also copied into this email. Once again we give both them and and you,
as our minister for the Environment, the definition of fraud.
According to Blacks Law Dictionary fraud is a false representation of a matter of fact, whether by words or by conduct, by
false or misleading allegations, or by concealment of that which should have been disclosed, which deceives and is intended
to deceive another so that he shall act upon it to his legal injury.
As our Minister for the Environment we also give you the definition of Wilful Blindness

http://dictionary.findlaw.com/definition/willful-blindness.html

Of course, it is possible that the BOM scientists have deceived you, along with many other politicians. It is understandable
that politicians would trust professed experts in their field. But the evidence now indicates that your trust may be misplaced.
The reasons why need to be investigated.
Political Stability will not return to Australia until the perpetrators of what appears to be the greatest crime ever attempted
against humanity, are held accountable.This is the only way that Australia and other sovereign nations, can escape this
global ‘climate change’ scam and the evil anti-sovereignty agenda that underpins it.
Once again we reiterate, we are merely two retired scientists articulating the results of our independent research. If there is
anything that we have said that you think is incorrect please respond by clicking ‘reply all’.
Regards
Dr Judy Ryan
Dr Marjorie Curtis
Members World Wide Web of Independent scientists

PS We note from this site http://theconversation.com/greg-hunt-approves-adanis-carmichael-coal-mine-again-expertsrespond-49227 that your approval of the Carmichael coal mine is under criticism by the experts. Possibly these ‘experts’
have also been deceived. Show them the evidence based posters below
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/CarbonPollution&CO2.pdf
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/I_love_C02.pdf
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/SatelliteObservationsOfGlobalCO2Levels.pdf

